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 “May be there is a road ahead of it, may be there is a new world down the road, walking forth 

is the only plight, because we didn’t come this far to come this far only “ 

 

A heart filled with aspirations is all that we knew since the very existence of the school and 

that’s what gave us the ambition of marching forward till excellence is achieved in all our 

endeavours. This report is comprised of the achievements made during the year gone by 

and at the same time set the path for greater accomplishments in the years to come. 

It takes immense pleasure to present the annual report of the year 2020-2021 of Mount 

Litera Zee School. Amidst this pandemic our school really cherished an enlightened style of 

new learning and experimenting various pedagogies but to achieve maximum participation 

in the onscreen mode of education, this year. It actually held our teaching-learning 

community together to less feel the actual missing of CR learning. 

“Develop a passion for learning, if you do, you will never cease to grow.” – Antony j d’angelo. 

On these words, our students of grade 10 (2019-20 batch) brought laurels and glory to 

school with cent percent results. 

The school made various innovations  in academics to grab the students interests for online 

learning by taking  LSRW sessions very actively for English, Tamil and Hindi with various 

energetic skill structures to keep the students’ dynamism at high. We, the Literan Family is 

privileged to announce our student's participation in LINK ONLINE LEARNERS - a fun-

filled sessions with quality interactions by young people from 35+ countries where in the 

young learners shared widely on their lifestyle, culture, tradition, etc all with a vitual tour 

to different parts of the world where they were located... It is a never before try and 

ofcourse our students enjoyed with the parents too. 



The most important milestone in academics was the introduction of RESEARCH AND 

DEVELOPMENT sessions where students made working models of solar battery, vacuum 

cleaner, drilling machine, toy car from waste products apart from projects on 

environmental problems. 

A mass reach of the school worldwide was through “KALVI TALKS” where nearly 120 

students   participated to express their thoughts, views and ideas in all the three languages 

with lots of energy. This enormous talkathon competition made people from all over the 

world to turn towards our young aspirants. 

Celebrations in the school included Independence day, Republic day, Dussehera, 

Gokulashttami, World Environment Day, Diwali, Pongal, Holi, Christmas, New year, etc in 

grades. Our tiny tots celebrated an ample of thematic celebrations in Kindergarten. The 

celebrations this year had a special tone of silver lining as they were live online and we had 

our cherished parents equally participating and enjoying with our children. 

 We feel proud to share that our KG Coordinator, Mrs. Udayaprabha  has been selected  

one among the top 60 inspiring teachers of the world by Cambridge. A prestigious title to 

owe ever. 

We feel proud to introduce the concept of “HUMAN LIBRARY' - a unique interview show 

by young Literans, meeting human books from different parts of the world who inspires 

change.  

Adding to the success story of online learning, 30 of our students participated in “NASA 

ART CONTEST” and Master. Praneeth of Senior KG bagged First Prize to mark a 

marvelous hit to the throne. Our students also participated in USA Space Art contest and 

achieved a lot of new learning though not back with materialistic prizes. Also 15 of 

Students from middle sector participated in Hayagriva Robotic Competition and Master. 

Ilamughil and team bagged the “Young Scientists Award”  



The year added a special tone with a newly constructed First floor to furnish 10 additional 

classrooms, exclusive labs for Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Language and Math to get 

ourselves self sustained to cater higher secondary classes. It wouldn’t be fair without 

mentioning the successful forwarding of our application to the council for Upgradation. 

NEET and JEE by the field experts across the world. 

The top of it, at the last, it’s a privilege to share on the spectacular launch of our “Virtual 

Cricket Stadium”, Synthetic Basket Ball Court” Foot Ball Court”  and the initiation of our 

most expected swimming pool. 

General information about the school. 

The total area of the school is 11870 sq metres (2acres 94 cents) approximately. It has two  

buildings, KG and main blocks both double storied, all the rooms as per CBSE norms. The 

school has library a good number to hold more than 3000 books. The knowledge bank is 

added on exclusively with WORLD BOOKS corner racking 1200 world books and a special 

corner for digital reading too. 

The school had  equipped the teaching arena with 32 well trained staff with special 

educator, wellness teacher and exclusive coaches for Cricket, Foot ball, Hockey and Basket 

ball headed by Mrs. Radha Nandhini, to bring in holistic development and to achieve the 

aspired excellence in education and sports. 

We have our honourable Chairman   Mr. Senthil kumar and Correspondent Mr. 

Kumeresh who are sculpting the school to excellence. With the successes through the path 

we’ve travelled through, we are now set ahead with a huge look forward to have a fun filled 

learning to mark bench marks too many in the years to come.  

 

 



 

 


